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### Comments

- **No Comment**

- I like Brother Jensen! I love that he incorporates nerdy things like LOTR, Harry Potter, Pokemon and many more into psychology. It helps me understand what I'm being taught and it makes it fun for me! I enjoyed this class a lot!

- Brother Jensen is a great teacher. He is very good at teaching and explaining subjects so that it sinks in.

- I felt like I would prepare for class by doing the homework and then go to class and learn the same exact information without any additional insights. That is the main reason I stopped going to class, I just wish the class was more than going through a powerpoint of the same information and had a little more enthusiasm and excitement for the subject.

- I love how Brother Jensen gives us examples throughout class, so we better understand the material. One thing that could be improved is questions in class being answered. When students ask questions in class and Brother Jensen does not know the answer to them, he usually just says "that is a good question, but I am not sure" and then moves on. I think it would be amazing if he would try to find the answer to the questions students ask and then report back during the next class period.

- Wow! Powerful insight!

- Brother Jensen is a fantastic teacher. He really knows his material and has good examples for the students. If I had one recommendation it would be to be more assertive when asking for the opening prayer.

- Great teacher! Very straight forward, never tried to be tricky on tests.

- Kyle Jensen was very much monotone which can make topics dry and hard to be interested in.

- He's great. 10/10

- I would recommend teaching more than just in lectures. Also, look at the audience more because a lot of us raise our hands but you don't see and it's weird to speak out and interrupt you to ask a question, so a lot of them seem to go unanswered.

- I am glad that I took this class from Brother Jensen! I highly enjoy his teaching style. For example, I really like that we were given a calendar for the entire semester so that we would know what was going to happen in every class. I also really appreciated the test reviews he would give us before we would take a test.

- Brother Jensen is a great professor. Would highly recommend.

- May be if there was less lecture from the power points and maybe more situations in which we could apply the things which we learn
Brother Jensen’s class structure is really good. He works very well with students and is willing to answer questions. It was a great class, and I have recommended other students to take Psych 111 from him.

Be more energetic and show more passion toward what you are teaching. Don’t just read off your slide shows every class. Mix it up.

I took this class twice and I can see that the instructor is improving really fast. He is passionate about teaching, although he might come off as boring sometimes. He strives to do his best, and he has the best interest of the students in his heart.

Brother Jensen is amazing! The way he teaches the material makes it relatable which in turn makes test taking so much less stressful than it has been for other classes.

He is a great teacher and is very educated in this subject. The only thing that I think would be more beneficial is more class participation so that the students do not lose focus.

Brother Jensen, although younger and less experienced than most professors, showed the utmost maturity and professionalism. I am grateful to have been in a class where I could tell my teacher took time to know the material and would do whatever he needed to to help us succeed.

Brother Jensen is knowledgable professor, but I feel that his teaching method did not keep me engaged in the class. Specifically, I often did not feel the need to go to class as he would often read off of the slides word for word

Bro. Jensen is a great guy but he needs more experience.

There were some days where the Instructor was literally reading off of the powerpoint for the lecture. It would get very boring and uninvolving sometimes. Like bone-dry.

It would be nice if we didn’t just go through class taking notes all day long and listening to you talk. I would really like it if we could do some other type of learning a couple times a week. It wasn’t bad but one thing that I really didn’t like was the fact that you went over the notes and everything super dragged out and talked about things that weren’t even on the test, then when we got to the test reviews you sped through them not giving us enough time to even get anything down. Thanks though it was alright.

I felt the course would have been better, had it been more interactive. It kinda felt like they were just trying to cram in as much information as they could. Like there wasn’t enough time to really appreciate what we were learning.

Brother Jensen was a great teacher and i very much enjoyed taking this class from him

I really liked how Bro. Jensen made the exams fun with his star wars/marvel examples. It made it much easier to recognize what answer belonged in the situation and made it fun!

Brother Jensen was really helpful throughout the whole course. Communication and response to emails was exceptional, he works with and helps you to do the best you can on exams.

Great style of teaching and the test reviews were very helpful!

Brother Jensen was a good teacher. The only thing that I was struggling with was trying to catch up with him. He kept going through the slides pretty quick to where I couldn’t get the important information down. He also saves his test reviews to the last 5-10 minutes so you can’t write anything down because he just skims through them and briefly explains each slide. His class would have been better if he would’ve slowed down a little bit.
Brother Jensen was very knowledgeable in psychology, making the subject easier to learn for all of his students.

Brother Jensen’s test questions are often related back to popular media like "Star Wars" or other well-known movies and shows. It makes the test questions more relatable and easier to remember the information for the future. His teaching style in class isn’t particularly strong but is serviceable, it may just be due to his lack of experience as a teacher. Brother Jensen does a good job making sure that deadlines and assignments are known to the class. I overall had a positive experience.

This was a very good course and I feel that I learned a lot from it.

Brother Jensen is an amazing guy and he is very knowledgeable about psychology, but the classes are mainly just lecture so it’s hard to focus and stay motivated sometimes because we do the exact same thing every class period. He does really well relating subjects to us so they’re easier to remember though.